
Claudia’s research notes on Rome: 
(many quotes from Anthony Doerr’s Four Seasons in Rome) 

 
Trajans Column: inner spiral staircase, made from 20 marble drums, each 40 tons, stacked to 100 ft 

high, 650 ft frieze of his exploits, military victory from Nile to Britain, addressing troops, foes fleeing, 
fortifications. It is his ratified history, his political billboard, his public memoir. Earthquakes, windstorms, a 
half dozen military occupations, in 1893 years, nothing has toppled it. Marble: carrara, 800 tons, sailed 
down half italy, up tiber, straining ropes, etc Little door opens, 185 steps. Tiny windows every quarter. 
Graffiti 4 times older than US.    
Doerr p43 monument to ego has become monument to craftsmanship and wonder itself.   
READ FULL FROM SCAN (Claudia has) 
  
considered implications for art making today:  
Trajan’s column as a form, as a relative of sequential storytelling like a comic strip, etc? 

 
Obelisks (13 )in Rome, taken from Egypt, meant to function how?  

the obelisk of Ramses, the obelisk of psammetichus II, the sundial (orologio) of Augustus, in Piazza 
Navona underground was an obelisk (now in piazza di montecitorio) shadow of which fell on bronze rods 
in pavement.  It was a 170 ton granite obelisk, barge from Egypt, up Tiber. Others include Piazza del 
Popolo, near campo marzio. 
 
Rumor: 14th obelisk, biggest of all buried beneath Pantheon. 
 
“History lies beneath the city like an extensive and complicated armature. Emperors were stabbed 
beneath tramlines, Sheep grazed beneath supermarkets, The thirteen obelisks of Rome have been 
toppled and reerected and shuffled around so many times that to lay a map of their previous positions 
over a map of their current ones is to evoke a miniature cross-hatching of the city’s entire memory, a 
history of power and vanity like a labyrinth stamped beneath the streets.” p 40 

 
illumination box  
there are places where you have to insert money to turn on lights to see paintings:  
one such: caravagio crucifixion St. Peter  
  

Testaccio Area 
 Quadraro grafitti/ murals 
 Mattatoio: old abitiore now galleries 
 Protestant Cemetary  
 Keats buried in corner. “Here lies One Whose Name was writ in Water 
 The Aurelian Wall 
 Pyramid of Cestius, a magistrate’s tomb from the first century. 

 Mt. Testaccio: made of amphore, maybe 25 million. 165’ high, 236,000 sq ft, a monument to 

 appetite, vessels carried olive oil to Rome./ wax/ honey/ grain.  decanted to smaller jugs, 
 amphore broken stuffed, piled.    OLIVE OIL USES p 105 Doerr 
 “To live is to make leavings: Hair, dist, trash, children, love letters, old shoes, bones. “p 105: 
 Doerr 
 Musei Capitolini= Statues in industrial setting Centrale Montemartini 
       Underground Line B – Garbatella stop 
Underground Rome:  
 catacombs just tombs, not hiding places…for everyone, not just christians…70 around rome. 
 Aqueducts: at end of empire 1,747,000 cubic meters of water into the city every day…461.5 

gallons per person 
The Capuchin Crypt is a small space comprising several tiny chapels located beneath the 
church of  Santa Maria della Concezione dei Cappuccini on the Via Veneto near Piazza Barberini 



in Rome, Italy. It contains the skeletal remains of 3,700 bodies believed to be Capuchin friars 
buried by their order. 
Domus Romane- underground ancient roman home 
Appian way: catacombs below, no flashlights, 194. 400 miles? 
Catacomb Priscilla | Via Salaria, 430 - 00199 Rome  

 
The Baths of Caracalla: Terme di Caracalla  

 27 acres Tepidarium, caldariaum, gym, bronze mirrors, glazed windows 
 Baths of Diocletian larger 

 
Pantheon: Open to sky, PAN-THEO-N (all gods), engineering of dome 143’ (largest unreinforced 

cement dome, lightest pumice cement the top),(equally wide and high?)  Oldest building in Rome with its 
roof intact. Built on top of older fire damaged temple by Hadrian AD 125. Doors 21’ high and weigh 8 tons  
each. 16 columns are 39’ high and weigh 60 tons each, from eastern Egypt, 
 
p 58 Doerr 
“ I am the sheet of film in a pinhole camera; I am the fetus in the womb. Particles of dust swim in the 
sunlight. Something in my chest unwinds, something blooms”  
 
Throughout the Middle Ages, most of the city's ancient monuments fell in disrepair and were gradually 
stripped of their precious statues, ornaments and materials; these were either recycled in other 
constructions or, as in the case of marble, baked in order to obtain mortar for new buildings…. 
BUT first impression is about WONDER.  You must pay attention to the fact that the world includes things 
greater than yourself.  Like St Peters EYE OF GOD..  “We look through them; they look through us. 
Everything is designed around the light.” p 200 Doerr 

 
Colosseum Area 
 Colosseum: 80 AD Flavian Amphitheatre/ Rope and canvas awning 
 Doric and Corinthian columns, 50,000 seats, two theatres facing each other 
 wood floors 
 Forum: has drain in it…cloaca maxima (Foro Romano) 
 Arch of Titus commemorates the supression of the Jewish Revolt (70 AD) 
 Via Sacra is from there to Arch of Timedius Severus? 
 Capitoline Hill (copy of Marcus Arelius statue, now in museum, Dying Gaul  
 commemorates victory over barbarians) Campidoglio 
 Palentine Hill 
 

Galleries and Museums (there are many more than this) 
Borghese Gardens and Gallery 
Gagosian Gallery 
Maxxi Museum 
National Museum of Rome 
Macro (Museum of Contemporary Art Rome) 
Galleria Nazionale d'Arte Moderna 
Vatican Museums 
Centrale Montemartini 
 

Miscellaneous  
Castle Sant’Angelo 
Barbarini Palace- Palazzo Barbarini -officers club cave cult of Mythras  
Piazza Farneze 
Circus Maximus is overlooked by Palentine Hill 
Tiber River- trastavere artisans 
Jewish Ghetto: Jews from Jerusalem, not Ashkenazi or Sephardic 



Via Del Corso 
Domus Aurea di Nero (Nero’s Golden Palace 
Santa Maria Dei Angeli (church former baths) 
Circo Massimo- romes buried treasure 
Bocca Della Verita- Mouth of Truth 
Knights of Malta Keydole View 
Janiculum/Monteverde/ american academy in Rome 
 Janus, roman god of gates and archways, trasitions, middle grounds.  
2000 yr old in port of Ostia 
Clivo di Venere Felice? 
Alban Hills 
Maremma 

Case Romane del Celio 

Piazza Navona- Bernini and Borromini 
Campo dei Fiori= Market south Accent Center 
Poggi= Art supplies near Piazza Navona 
Spanish Steps. Piazza di Spagna 
Trevi Fountain 
Victor Emmanuel Monument: Mussolini square in front..unknown soldier, elevator to top  
Torre Argentina 

 
Cannibalizing architectural forms for materials for new monuments and buildings 

 arch of constantine is made of stone from? 
  
 Nero 121 ‘ statue head retooled to other emperors.  

 
Imperial rome: took culture from Greeks, infrastructure from Etruscans, obelisks from Africans, 
Vandals took Bronze from temple of Jupiter, Constantine II took Gilded roof tiles off  
pantheon to Constantinople  
 
1452 2.5 thousand cartloads of rock from colosseum to build St. Peters. 
Bronze of pantheon portico 1625 Pope Urban VIII melted to cast baldacchino (ceremonial 
canopy)above St Peters altar, and 80 cannons 
 

 Temple of Minerva in Forum marble went to Fontanone, column slabs were sawn apart 
  
 Bernini used columns from Baths of Diocletian in bell towers in St Peters in 1638, then taken out. 
 Then nephews of pope in finance built Cancelleria, 3 story palace off Campo dei fiori 

 
 
Topics for art projects in Rome 
 
Tracing the history of the Jews and Rome, from the Arch of Titus to the Jewish Ghetto 
Myth of Romulus and Remus (twins, fratricide, etc) 
Vichy collaborators and resisters in WWII 
What does populist government mean in Italy, from Mousselini to Berlisconi to Salvini (does the Vittoriano 
relate to this? 
What has been the history of migration in/ through Rome/Italy? how does it relate to global south to north 
migrations? why is this true? 
Abundant water fountains in Rome, facts and metaphors, leaking, flowing, uses?  
Passagiata as metaphor. 
Tiny Vatican as State within larger culture  
the rising of people against the papacy at times: 1849 Garabaldi, etc 
Relationship of France to Rome (protecting Pope, etc) 



Why was Italy such an important location of Rennaissance art (relation to catholicism) and Rome’s 
relationship to other nation states/centers of culture like Florence. 
Number of churches, locations, tucked away 
Multiple sacking of Rome (1527 is one) 
Definitions of Baroque:  what would making a contemporary Baroque Video look and sound like? 
Sculptures were painted strong colors, reds, golds, blue of lapis Lazuli, pink, magenta, etc 
Driving in Rome: not using turn signals nor staying in a lane 
 

Books: 
Edward Gibbon’s “History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire”. This was written in 1782  
Rome’s fortunes from Romulus and Remus to the 1970s is “Rome: The Biography of a City” by 
Christopher Hibbert (Penguin 
• Anglo-American Bookstore, via delle Vite, 102, also close to piazza di Spagna. A large store, with 

specialist sections. Strong on non-fiction. 
• The Almost Corner Bookshop, via del Moro 45, Trastevere. Small but very well-stocked store on the 

other side of the river. 
Feltrinelli International in via Vittorio Emanuele Orlando - or the smaller ones in the branches at Largo 
Argentina or via del Corso. 
Pliny the elder Natural history 

the history of rome in seven sackings by Matthew Kneale 

Italo Calvino  Invisible City 
Rome’s Invisible City video by Michael Scott 

 
Curious Facts and quotes: from anthony doer unless otherwise noted. 

 
Maps were full of shadows p 108 
 
People ate donkey foals, stuffed doormice, stewed larks. There were words you could not say. Witchcraft 
was real. Asses’ milk relieved facial wrinkles; veal fat, mixed with lamp soot, prevented baldness. 
Scraping your gums with a tooth taken from a man who died a violent death was believed to relieve 
soreness. Pregnant women who wanted their children to be good looking were urged to look at good-
looking things.”  Doerr 
 
Story of colosseum celebration, excess, releasing birds, flamingos as gifts to thousands of viewers: 109-
110 
 
A city about to become half old-peoples home/ half tourist museum 

 
“Thats the miracle of writing, the place you try to find, when the room, your body and even time itself 
cooperate in a vanishing act.” p97 
 
Dante in Purgatory..Virgil 
 
cobblestones like teeth falling out.   p 41.  Alleys rear and twist and cough up their cobblestones like big, 
black molars.” 
 
“In Trestavere yesterday, a girl in a black dress sat on the rim of a fountain and scirbbled into a leather 
book with a bright blue quill two feet long.” p 20 
 
p 156 what a writer does: mystery/ belief 
 
The Natural History by Pliny the Elder completed AD77, 37 Separate volumes:  

https://wikitravel.org/en/Rome/Trastevere
https://wikitravel.org/en/Rome/Old_Rome
https://wikitravel.org/en/Rome/Old_Rome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italo_Calvino


Doerr: Pliny said “when the collapse of a building is imminent, the mice migrate in advance, and spider 
with their webs are the first things to fall” p 31  “where did nature find a place in the flea for all the 
senses?” 
AD 79 Pliny sails across bay closer to volcano erupting (vesuvius) “Whats the difference between those 
of us who sit and watch and those of use who sail across the bay?  Can curiosity be a form of courage?” 
Doerr 
 
Starlings: In winter in flocks 10,000 strong… Largo di Torre Argentina. bookstore…starlings 
Ancient Roman belief in Omens, auspices, starlings swarming relates to this…p 61 and many other birds, 
hawks, cocks, chickens. To rid of them, tortured birds and recorded distress calls and broadcast. Doesn’t 
work. 
 
“Rome is a broken mirror, the falling strap of a dress, a puzzle of astonishing complexity. It is an iceberg 
floating below our terrace, all its ballast hidden beneath the surface.” p89 Doerr 
 
Rennaissance Bankers served soup made from parrot tongues. p 89 (horrors listed) Doerr 
 
eat a poem: 161 
 
Solstice night 2758 pan candles on tiber… one for every year since founding of Rome 
 
Umbrella Pines/ plane trees 
Giuseppe Garibaldi 19th c patriot 
16 liters of milk go into 1 kg of parmigiano 
Pollution: 18 ciggarettes/day 

 
Tagging/ Grafitti: Spend 2.5 mil Euro scrobbing off…plus private funds 
 Palantine Museum, Christ on cross with asses head. 
 
what is campanile 
 
“ If we creatures are on earth only to extend the survival of our species, if nature only concerns itself with 
reproduction, if we are supposed to raise our kids to breeding age and then wither and slide toward 
death, then why does the world bother to be so astoundingly, intricately, breathtakingly beautiful? p 186 
Doerr 

 
Eleanor Clark: The Too-muchness of Rome (too much beauty, input, overdose)  
 
Stendhahl syndrom or Florence syndrome is a psychosomatic condition involving rapid heartbeat, 
dizziness, fainting, confusion and even hallucinations, allegedly occurring when individuals become 
exposed to objects or phenomena of great beauty. 

Reminds me of AMDR syndrome 

 
 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychosomatic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tachycardia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syncope_(medicine)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hallucination

